Introduction.
Consider a group ® = (G, +) (not necessarily commutative) and T(G), the set of transformations on G. Define addition (+) and multiplication (•) on T(G) by (1.1) g(A + B)= gA+ gB, g(AB) = (gA)B, g E G, A, B G T(G). That is, they have no proper nontrivial homomorphic images.
Then (T(G), + , ■) = %(&) is a near-ring, the near-ring of transformations on @. That is (i) (T(G), +) is a group, (ii) (T(G)
,
Preliminaries.
A subset Q of a near-ring ty determines an ideal of ty if and only if (a) (Q, +) is a normal subgroup of (P, +), (b) P<2C<2, (c) (0+3)6 -ab is in Q for all a, b^P, gEdAs in ring theory, the kernal Q of a homomorphism 9 from a nearring $ to a near-ring ty' (i.e. the inverse image of the zero of P') is an ideal. Every ideal O is the kernal of the natural homomorphism v:av = a + Q, from ty to the difference near-ring "ip -O, and every homomorphic image %^6 with kernel Q is isomorphic to ty -Q. Thus a near-ring ^ is simple if and only if its only ideals are itself and the zero ideal.
By way of warning, the following three concepts are introduced. A subset Q of a near-ring ^J determines (a) a left ideal if it satisfies (a) and (b), (P) a right ideal if it satisfies (a) and (b') QPCLQ, (7) a two-sided ideal if it satisfies (a), (b) and (b'). While an ideal is a left ideal, examples show that ideals need not be two-sided ideals, and that two-sided ideals need not be ideals.
In the near-ring S£(@), denote by Zg the transformation such that g'Zg = g, g'GG. Clearly AZg = Zg, and ZgA=ZgA, for every A in T(G) and g in G.
In elements of G, the set of Zg's, g(EG is in P. Thus, C£.T(G), C = (C -Zoc)+Zoc is in P, for C -Z0c is in T0(G).
Proof of the theorem. A transformation A G P(G) has rank
R(A)=R if the set {g;4|gGG} has cardinality i?. By Lemma 1, 3 is a two-sided ideal, and since ^^{o}, there exists a FG7 and gi, g{ GG, g{ t^O such that giV = g{. Partition G into disjoint sets Gi and Gt, 0GG2. Define A(E.T0(G) such that gA-gi, gGCn, gA=0, gGG2. Let g" be any element of G, and let BGT0(G) be such that g{B=g". Then g.4 75 =g", gGGi, g4 75 =0, gGC72, and A VB EI. Let f bea two-sided invariant sub-near-ring of £(®) which has an element C of maximal infinite rank N*. Then, for suitable choices of A, BET(G), ACB represents any transformation whose rank is less than or equal to N*. (See proof of Lemma 6.) Thus (ip = 2:«t(®). If P contains no element of infinite rank, suppose P contains an element C of rank greater than 1. Then as above it follows that every element of rank less than or equal to the rank of C is in P. The argument used in the proof of Lemma 4 is now valid to show that ty = £/(©). If the rank of every element of P is 1, then PCTZ(G) and it is immediate that $ = !Ej(®). The proof of (ii) is similar.
